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Tantor Media Inc. No binding. Book Condition: New. Audio CD. Dimensions: 6.5in. x 5.5in. x 1.2in.In
early-twentieth-century Korea, Najin Han, the privileged daughter of a calligrapher, longs to choose
her own destiny. Smart and headstrong, she is encouraged by her motherbut her stern father is
determined to maintain tradition, especially as the Japanese steadily gain control of his beloved
country. When he seeks to marry Najin into an aristocratic family, her mother defies generations of
obedient wives and instead sends her to serve in the kings court as a companion to a young
princess. But the king is soon assassinated, and the centuries-old dynastic culture comes to its end.
In the shadow of the dying monarchy, Najin begins a journey through increasing oppression that
will forever change her world. As she desperately seeks to continue her education, will the
unexpected love she finds along the way be enough to sustain her through the violence and
subjugation her country continues to face Spanning thirty years, The Calligraphers Daughter is a
richly drawn novel in the tradition of Lisa See and Amy Tan about a country torn between ancient
customs and modern possibilities, a family ultimately united by love, and a woman...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n-- Nikko B a shir ia n

Completely one of the best publication I have actually read. Indeed, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your lifestyle span will
likely be transform when you complete reading this book.
-- Mr s. Ag ustina  K em m er  V-- Mr s. Ag ustina  K em m er  V
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